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4 SEASONS IN 4 DAYS’ TOUR PROGRAM

1ST DAY

3RD DAY

7:00 - Meeting with tour group
7:30 - Departure
9:00 - Climbing the Bogdanovich glacier.
Approximately 3-5 hours.
16:00 - Reverse descent to Talgarsky pass
17:30 - 18:30 - Dinner
19:00 - 20:00 - Team Building
20:00 - 22:00 - Free time
22:00 - Time to sleep

9:00 - Meeting with tour group, breakfast.
10:00 - General gathering, explanation
of the route for the participants.
10:30 - Start of the cycle stage
16:00 - Gathering at the Bartogay reservoir
16:15 - Snack. Transfer to Kolsay lake.
19:00 - Dinner
20:00 - Team Building
22:00 - Time to sleep

2ND DAY

4TH DAY

8:00 - Meeting with tour group,
departure to Turgen Gorge
10:00 - Gathering at the river Turgen
10:30 - Instructing from specialists
in mountain rafting
11:00 - Start of the rafting
15:00 - Completion of the rafting and
awarding of the winning teams
16:00 - Departure to Assy plateau
22:00 - Time to sleep

7:00 - Meeting with tour group, breakfast.
8:30 - Transition from the first Kolsai Lake
to the second
12:00 - Lunch at the second lake
13:00 - Descent to the parking lot
15:00 - Gathering at the first lake
16:00 - Transfer to Kaindy Lake
19:00 - Dinner by the fire
20:00 - Singing songs with a guitar
22:00 - Time to sleep

BONUS DAY (OPTIONAL)
8:30 - Gathering of participants and departure to the hot springs in Chunge
13:00 - 14:00 Arrival. Bathing, rest. In the evening - departure to Altyn Emel.
Arrival to Almaty
For a comfortable holiday, we advise you to bring a rain coat, sun glasses, a hat, a camera, a
snack, money for lunch, clothes according to weather and an identity card (passport).
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